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Abstract—With the growth of Massively Multiuser Virtual
Environments (MMVEs) and increasingly interactive social networking platforms, it is widely accepted that their convergence
renders today’s centralized hosting approaches impracticable. To
handle virtual environments of such massive scale, decentralized
systems are necessary that also involve the resources of clients.
The expedient design of techniques enabling this kind of
next-generation decentralized distributed virtual environments
(DDVEs) is a growing field of research. In the HyperVerse
project, we aim at the provision of an infrastructure enabling
such DDVEs, focusing on collaboration and self-organization as
means to achieve a maximum degree of scalability.
In this paper we present a self-organized resource allocation
scheme for DDVEs functioning independent of the underlying
P2P network topology. Exploiting the heterogeneity of clients
and utilizing locally available information only, it helps alleviate
the load imposed by regions with a high user density as they
often occur in such environments.
Evaluations show that both for the discovery of these regions
and their alleviation the local views converge fast to a global
one, with favorable effects on the overlay topology.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the last decade a growing popularity of Massively
Multiuser Virtual Environments (MMVEs) can be observed, be
it social-centric online communities like for instance Second
Life or game-centric environments, e.g. World of Warcraft, to
name the largest. Particularly the idea of a three-dimensional
Internet experience attracts much attention, and with the
recent growth of social networking communities embracing
interactive aspects, their convergence into some even larger,
hybrid form becomes an easily understandable assumption.
It is widely accepted that ultimately the user numbers of a
global-scale virtual environment of that kind render today’s
mostly centralized hosting approaches impractical and that
they can only be handled on such a massive scale by decentralized - or at least hybrid systems - with a higher degree of
commitment from the clients in terms of resources.
In the HyperVerse research project we aim at the provision
of an infrastructure supporting such decentralized distributed
virtual environments (DDVEs). The concept of a two-tier Peerto-Peer (P2P) architecture consisting of a highly structured
backbone network of reliable, server-like machines and a
loosely structured overlay on top, has been presented for
instance in [1]. Clients are interconnected according to their
virtual proximity and exchange data in a Torrent-like manner,
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forming a geometric overlay. It is an important objective to
develop adaptive, self-organized techniques already on this
level to unburden and support the backbone which is both
responsible for neighbor discovery and the dynamic, fallback
provision of data in the event of clients entering empty regions.
In this paper we present a self-organized resource allocation
scheme that operates solely on local information to identify
critical regions with a high user density in DDVEs, counteract
appropriately and cushion effects that would lead to costly
readjustment operations at backbone level. The core idea is to
exploit the heterogeneity of peers and use the more powerful
ones particularly in terms of bandwidth and reliability to
facilitate the distribution of data by splitting off so-called
virtual peers. By means of a gossip protocol, an aggregate
gravitational field is created which influences the positions of
these virtual peers. This way, a high responsiveness is ensured
while at the same time the necessary inertia to prevent the
mechanism from overreacting to fluctuations in population
densities is provided.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
II gives a brief overview of the HyperVerse infrastructure,
then focusing on aspects particularly relevant to the resource
allocation scheme presented in the subsequent Section III.
An evaluation of the scheme will be provided in Section
IV. Before concluding, Section V features related work in
the context of P2P overlay networks, load balancing and
super-peer approaches for DDVEs. Finally, we summarize our
contributions and outline perspectives in Section VI.
II. M OTIVATION AND M ODEL
Before describing in more detail some core modeling aspects particularly relevant to our resource allocation scheme,
we will give a brief overview of the HyperVerse project and
its architecture in the following.
A. HyperVerse
Investigating fundamental principles suitable for the realization of extremely large-scale and highly interactive DDVEs,
the HyperVerse project1 aims at creating a self-organizing and
sustainable middleware service as a basis for future virtual
environments like for instance a 3D Internet.
1
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Existing hosting approaches for MMVEs are still mostly based
on centralized server infrastructures and therefore suffer from
severe scalability issues when extended to a larger or even
global scale. However, while there is consensus on the fact
that P2P technologies are particularly promising to enable
DDVEs and a range of approaches presented in Section V
exist, our approach differs in many key aspects also from
them. One key feature of the HyperVerse middleware is the
underlying two-tier P2P architecture depicted schematically
in Figure 1: A loosely-coupled, geometric client overlay T1
especially for real-time data distribution, as well as a federated
and highly structured backbone network T0 which explicitly
includes client resources at its edges.

T1

This collaborative aspect has the effect that motion will focus
upon a specific set of locations, often with a self-energizing
character, drawing in further users.
These regions can form in an extremely dynamic fashion or
on the other hand also become very stable and static. Places
like these are generally called hot spots, with their dynamic,
burstlike variation being commonly known as flash crowds. A
hot spot can be informally defined as a region within a virtual
environment where a large number of users gather for a variety
of possible reasons. Hot spots for instance can be landmarks
of constant interest (e.g. a capital of a virtual region, sights
etc.), or temporary interest (unique or spontaneous events like
concerts, meeting places etc.).
Efficiently and timely alleviating traffic bursts in hot spot
regions is one of the prime concerns in the design of technologies for DDVEs.
III. S CHEME

T0

Fig. 1.

Two-tier HyperVerse architecture.

Data dissemination in the HyperVerse is based on a Torrentlike technology [2], taking into account virtual geography
and thus exploiting access locality. In order to provide the
scalability needed to handle virtual environments of such
large scale and dynamics, inter-client exchange of data is
effected whenever possible. Clients are interconnected based
on their proximity in virtual space via a geographic indexing
service, effectuating specific qualities of the network, e.g. the
power-law degree distribution, and allowing for self-adaptation
of the statistical structure. By maintaining these direct links
between nearby peers, costly routing mechanisms can be
avoided as - due to the nature of virtual environments - most
communication takes place in direct interaction or mutual
visibility between peers and therefore is covered for most
part by nearest neighbor connections. For more details on the
backbone service as well as the neighbor discovery and data
distribution mechanisms, we refer to [1].
The mobility and concentration of peers however will be
addressed in more detail, as these are aspects with important
implications on the functioning of the geometric overlay and
hence also play a particularly decisive role in the design of
our scheme.
B. Hot Spot Regions in DDVEs
The movement of avatars, i.e. instances representing users
and their behavior in virtual environments, can differ from
real-life motion patterns due to the possibility of fast travel,
teleportation or in general the fluctuation of users known
as churn. Still, a large number of users is likely to remain
stable in terms of locality as many virtual environments focus
on user-to-user interaction or longer activities (also involving
user-to-object interaction) that take place in one specific area.

In this section, we present a distributed protocol for alleviating the hot spot problem in DDVEs. The scheme is based
on the following assumptions: First of all, bandwidth and
reliability of clients participating in the provision of DDVEs
are highly heterogenous. As a consequence, apart from the
visible representation of their user’s avatar, more capable
clients split off one (or more) invisible representations of
their resources, so-called virtual peers. These then facilitate
the distribution of object content and the dissemination of
movement updates in a range around their virtual position.
A gossip-based scheme is used to identify proximate hot
spots while a virtual gravitational field built from purely local
gossip-based information exchange guides the virtual peers to
hot spot regions.
Prior to detailing the underlying protocol and algorithmic
aspects, we will clarify some terminology and describe the
related concepts of multiplexers and virtual peers.
A. Multiplexers and Virtual Peers
So far, only the concept of virtual peers has been mentioned
explicitly. These are peers which equal the others in their
responsibilities concerning data distribution. Instead of being
controlled by a user’s movement though, virtual peers are
driven by an epidemic scheme (in which they also partake
as equals) and gravitation, both described in detail in Sections
III-B and III-C. The other key difference to the other peers
lies in the fact that virtual peers are inducing preferential
connections, i.e. if a virtual peer is in proximity, a peer is
always rather connected to the virtual peer than to another
peer. The motivation behind this preferential connect lies in
the fact that virtual peers are provided by those peers with
highest bandwidth and reliability.
We call these peers that split off and host one or more
virtual peers multiplexers. They are selected by the backbone
when joining the network by using a metric considering
mainly bandwidth as well as taking into account previous
session lengths. In certain P2P systems, it has been shown
that previous session lengths can be used as an estimator for

future session lengths [3]. This way, the existing heterogeneity
can be harnessed to improve overall system scalability and
reliability. Due to the aforementioned two-tier structure of the
HyperVerse, multiplexers can be identified without expensive
collaborative calculation of a selection-parameter [4].
B. Epidemic Hot Spot Detection
The identification of hot spots in our scheme is based on
an epidemic protocol. Such protocols have emerged as an
efficient communication paradigm especially for large-scale
and dynamic distributed systems, maintaining both simplicity
and scalability at constant communication cost [5]. Generally,
they function particularly well in network topologies with a
good expansion [6] as exhibited also by the overlay we are
operating on. The detection is based on an aggregate of peers’
local perception of regional density and information exchange
with a random neighbor is effected in periodic intervals.
For the internal prioritization of hot spots as well as automatic position updates of the virtual peers, we introduce a
mass concept in analogy to physics. The mass of a hot spot
is then defined by the amount of peers it contains:
Let hi be a hot spot region within the virtual environment
containing n peers. With m1 , ..., mn denoting the individual
mass of each peer, we define the cumulative mass Mi of the
hot spot as
Mi =

n
X

mi .

(1)

i=1

With l1 , ..., ln representing the location of the individual peers
in virtual space, a hot spot pi ’s center of mass Ci is then
defined as
Pn
j=1 lj · mj
.
(2)
Ci =
Mi
Each peer maintains a fixed-size local list Hi of identified
potential hot spot regions. Furthermore, each peer pi also
defines a maximum lookahead distance Li that determines the
range within which the query for hot spots is deducted.
The following algorithm describes the aggregation scheme
in case that there is an information exchange between two
peers pi and pj :
if ∃ (Ck , Mk ) ∈ Hi with dist(Ck , pj ) < Lj and max(Mk )
then
send (Ck , Mk )
else
send (li , mi )
end if
if Hj full ∧ ∃ (Cl , Ml ) ∈ Hj with Ml < Mproposal then
replace (Cl , Ml ) with (Cproposal , Mproposal )
else
add (Cproposal , Mproposal )
end if

if ∃ (Ck , Mk ) ∈ Hj with dist(Ck , pi ) < Li and max(Mk )
then
send (Ck , Mk )
else
send (lj , mj )
end if
In order to identify nearby hot spots based on the local
view of individual clients, we use this extended version of the
epidemic aggregation protocol presented in [7]. It is known to
work in network topologies without small cuts and also efficiently in dynamic network topologies. Here, range constraints
have been additionally introduced to the maximum aggregation
protocol, reflecting specifics of the locality in DDVEs. By
allowing peers to verify that a hot spot’s maximum center of
mass lies within the random neighbor’s lookahead range, only
information from within the peer’s lookahead is aggregated
and hot spots transcending the lookahead range will be deleted
from the local list. Furthermore, as only fixed-size information
on hot spots is exchanged in periodic intervals, the bandwidth
consumption of the detection algorithm is constant.
C. Inverted Gravitation
While detecting hot spots ideally happens as fast as possible,
for their alleviation, i.e. the allocation of resources in response
to this information, it is necessary to introduce some form
of inertia as otherwise temporary surges or other systemdisturbing effects cannot be purposively absorbed.
In order to achieve such a stabilizing effect, we introduce
the concept of inverted gravitation influencing the positions
of virtual peers. For this, we assume that hot spots nearby a
virtual peer pi exert the following force Fi on its position:
Fi =

1 m i · Mi
·
.
G
r2

(3)

Formally following the previous notation with mi being the
mass of a peer pi and Mi the cummulative mass of the hot spot
hi , as well as r denoting the distance betweeen the two point
masses, this behavior is defined utilizing the inversion of the
gravitational constant G. In other words, virtual peers change
their positions and are drawn towards hot spots based on their
mass, but unlike in the common definition of gravitation, the
closer they are to their center of mass, the slower they become,
i.e. the gravitational force is weakening.
To avoid a concentration of virtual peers on the very center
of hot spots and thus provide a better coverage of the area the
following adjustment step is taken:
if dist(vpi , vpj ) < t then
D ← kposition(vpi ) − position(vpj )k
velocity(vpi ) = velocity(vpi ) + D × Frep
move vpi
end if

Fig. 2.

(a) Simulation Step 50

(b) Simulation Step 250

(c) Simulation Step 500

(d) Simulation Step 2500

Snapshots of the resource allocation scheme in action (virtual peers are marked additionally to guide the eye)

Once a virtual peer vpi comes close to another virtual peer vpj
within a threshold t, he is propelled away from the other in
direction D according to an additional repulsion constant Frep
applied between two virtual peers. As a positive side effect of
this improved coverage, also connections to the virtual peers
will distribute more evenly.
Overall, the scheme creates the following pattern of action:
After the detection of hot spot regions, the introduced inertia
ensures that only relevant hot spots are covered subsequently
by leaving the necessary time for example to the backbone
as management layer to intervene first. The longer a hot spot
lasts and the bigger its mass is, the more likely it will also
be covered by virtual peers. Conversely, and metaphorically
speaking, once covering a hot spot area, the virtual peers for
a while behave like shadows left from the accumulation of
peers. Being hosted by multiplexers that belong to the fraction
of highly stable machines with long session times, this pays
tribute to the locality of reference and is particulary benefitial
to normal peers with high churn rates, which are then likely
to find a virtual peer to connect to in those regions.

D. Example
Figure 2 contains a chronological series of snapshots taken
from a simulation, serving as a showcase illustration of the
resource allocation scheme. The whole visualization video is
available online for download 2 .
The mobility of clients does not follow a uniform distribution
that would lead to them moving randomly. Instead, as motivated in II-B, peers are more likely to move towards high
user densities in their surroundings. For the definition of the
hot spot distribution, we devised a graphical probability map
where the hot spot location probability is encoded over the
possibility area by greyscale values ranging from black (hot
spot) to white (other). The map utilized here induces a hot spot
distribution similar to the dots on a regular dice depicting the
number five. Hot spot regions thus form over time towards
the corners of the area as well as in its center. The larger,
hatched circular areas show where the peers - at that specific
discrete timestep of the simulation - suspect hot spot regions,
i.e. their current aggregated local knowledge. The numbers to
the upper left of these areas state the perceived mass of the
2
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IV. E VALUATION
In order to evaluate the resource allocation scheme, we conducted simulations utilizing the network topology generation
and simulation environment TopGen [8]. Largely tailored to
DDVEs, it provides different mobility models for a deterministic and event-based simulation of user movement. The
model underlying the simulations resembles the ”Preferential
Attachment” scheme in the modelling of power law graphs
[9], with the probability of a client to visit a certain point in
the space being proportional to the number of users in that
point’s surrounding.
The simulated region constituting an excerpt of a DDVE
scenario is sized 1000 x 650 pixels and populated with 100
peers and multiplexers hosting an additional 10 virtual peers.
This is a conservative estimate fitting the ratio in terms of
reliability and power of the multiplexers as described in detail
in Section III-A.
The effective operation of the proposed resource allocation
scheme is reflected in the accuracy development shown in
Figure 3: After the initial mixing phase, on the one hand the
hot spot detection takes place very fast due to the epidemic
protocol. Already after around 300 steps a hot spot detection
accuracy of more than 85% has been reached, which equals
on average less than 2.5 exchanged messages per peer. Not
reaching the optimal value of 100% as well as the slight
fluctuation is due to the limitations by the utilized fixed-size
lists that cause every now and then a known, correct hot spot
to make way for another, heavier one. As a consequence,
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Accuracy development

that knowledge is temporarily lost and will be aggregated
back later. The lower gradient of the virtual peer position
accuracy bears witness to the inertia introduced by the inverted
gravitation concept. As desired, only when hot spots prove
to be stable enough all virtual peers concentrate on them
according to their mass. This happens here after circa 1000
steps, ultimately reaching an optimal coverage accuracy after
all hotspots having been identified as relevant in terms of
persistency.
Due to the epidemic scheme, all this moreover happens at a
constant communication cost as depicted in Figure 4. The line
in the plot has been added for reference and shows the average
per-peer amount of messages exchanged (0.895) in one step.
The exact value depends largely on the overlay density and
the gossip frequency, but will nonetheless remain constant.

1

0.8
Message Count

hot spot. Unlike normal peers and multiplexers, virtual peers
are additionaly marked both in color and through an orbital
border surrounding them.
Figure 2a depicts the initial situation where all peers began
moving in the virtual environment after having been randomly
distributed in the plain. So far, only little information has been
exchanged and therefore peers according to their current local
knowledge suspect hot spots to be mostly in their immediate
surroundings. For this reason, at this stage no clear orientation
can be observed yet of the virtual peers’ movement. In Figure
2b, hot spots are becoming more and more pronounced, and
the tendency towards consolidation after some gossiping about
assumed hot spot locations is clearly visible. Virtual peers now
gravitate towards locations of higher mass which at this point
are still indistinct but identifiable large patches showing the
currently aggregated information on hot spot locations. The
other peers, including multiplexers, move towards locations of
interest following the topology’s underlying statistical model
given by the probability map. The next snapshot in Figure
2c already clearly shows both high-quality estimated hot spot
regions as well as virtual peers gravitating towards those with
the highest mass in proximity. A number of virtual peers have
already taken position within the respective centers. Finally,
Figure 2d shows a later view of the particular situation. Hot
spots and their masses have been detected almost perfectly, and
due to their now statical character by having exposed enough
stability, all virtual peers have concentrated within them.
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Average communication cost

The node degree development depicted in Figure 5 showcases the effect of the preferential connect to virtual peers on
the overlay. Once the positions of virtual peers reach a certain
accuracy, i.e. are within or close to relevant hot spots, they
level out the node degree to an average value of circa 2.4,
leading to an overall sparser topology. Implicitly, this already
unburdens the backbone, but as a direct consequence the node
degree development not only supports the fast convergence of
the detection scheme towards an optimal value but also ensures
through stronger locality that peers have more knowledge on
hot spots in their proximity than distant, less relevant ones.
This is an advantageous behavior of the scheme that is
reflected in the range measure shown in Figure 6. Opposing
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Overlay node degree development

the average distance to known hot spot regions to unknown
ones shows, that even after the initial mixing phase our
scheme favors the discovery of nearby and thus more relevant
hot spot regions.
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Only when virtual peer positioning reaches 100%, the
average distance consequently converges to one value. This is
due to the static nature of the hot spot distribution underlying
the simulated scene leading to the knowledge on hot spot
regions reaching stability. With the formation of other hot
spot regions, again first the local ones would be favored and
alleviated with the virtual peers taking the respective positions.
V. R ELATED W ORK
The issue of identifying and alleviating hot spots and,
as their more dynamic variant, flash crowds occuring in
distributed systems is a widely studied subject. In client-server
settings, traditionally a detection would be followed - if at all
- by measures usually entailing substantial loss of quality of
service. For instance in [10] performance degradations are
being monitored to detect hot spots, with the consequence
being that no more users are admitted to the identified regions,
resulting in a seriously impaired user experience. Later clientserver based approaches like [11] and [12] have already
identified P2P technologies as complementary measure, when

necessary utilizing P2P networks to unburden the inital centralized network while not substantially derogating the experience.
P2P architectures specifically designed for the provision of
DDVEs are for instance VON [13], Solipsis [14], FLoD
[15] or Mediator [16]. While particularly the more recent
approaches consider the heterogeneity of peers to allocate
different roles to them within the network, they basically
constitute a single P2P network which then is structurally
rearranged to mitigate effects arising from hot spot regions.
Common techniques are based on interest management, for
instance the reduction of the size of the individual Area of
Interest (AoI) as performed in the Voronoi-based clustering in
[13], or the adjustment of AoI shapes in FLoD [15]. Also
in [14], the mitigation involves immediate and more costly
readjustments of the supporting network.
The idea to exploit heterogeneity in P2P networks in a similar
way to cushion effects arising from hot spots can be mainly
found in super-peer load balancing approaches. These superpeers as investigated e.g. in [17], [18] or [19] resemble the
multiplexers in our scheme and take additional tasks according
to their capability and then reshape the networks accordingly.
In [18] the idea of so-called virtual servers is introduced,
which are altruistically maintained data hosting blocks kept
within peers. Each peer maintains at least one of these, and an
algorithm constructs another overlay that efficiently distributes
the virtual servers in a way that super-peers shoulder a large
amount of the data to balance the load. Mainly in connection
with spatial computing, some approaches introduce a distance
measure for their protocols such as in [17]. Here, a proximityaware protocol based on a computed measure that utilizes
the decentralized Vivaldi network coordinate system [20] to
assign (5-dimensional, virtual coordinates) is proposed. Superpeer election is also handled in a decentralized fashion, and
has also been considered in [21] for unstructured networks.
The proposed H2 O protocol is an interesting option in case
that there is no reliable backbone facilitating super-peer election, but while mentioning a possible utilization of superpeers to allocate resources where needed, no concrete method
is presented. Another super-peer approach operating on an
unstructured network level is described in SOSPNet [19].
Load balancing is tackled here by automatically discovering
semantic relationships between files to which pointers are
maintained by the super-peers which form the second layer
in a dual-layer network.
Most super-peer mechanims dealing with phenomena similar
to hot spots have been considered in conjunction with file
sharing scenarios, and thus do not consider specific properties
of virtual environments influencing their formation like the
inherent spatial aspect and characteristics of user mobility.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND P ERSPECTIVES
In this paper we have presented an efficient self-organized
resource allocation scheme for P2P-based DDVEs, working
with locally available information to identify and alleviate hot
spot regions regardless of the underlying topology.
Exploiting the heterogeneity of clients, stronger peers partic-

ularly in terms of bandwidth harness resources and contribute
to data distribution by splitting off virtual peers. A gossipbased scheme is used to detect hot spots in virtual proximity
while a gravitational field created from the aggregated local
information guides the virtual peers to these regions.
In consequence of utilizing epidemic aggregation, local views
converge fast to a global one while peer dynamics do not
constitute a problem. Furthermore, the inertia introduced by
the gravitational model for the virtual peers shows favorable
structural effects.
We will discuss shortcomings of the presented approach in
the following. Firstly, for the conducted simulations we utilized an artificial mobility model not involving churn explictly.
Therefore it is planned to also perform simulations on the basis
of real-world avatar traces from Second Life gathered at the
University of Singapore [22]. This could yield further insights
for the optimization of our scheme, for instance based on the
measured global number of exchanged messages.
Secondly, depending on the specific situation, density and
resulting connectivity, possible anomalies similar to localitybased failures occuring in greedy routing need to be further
investigated. Despite being borderline situations, testing the
behavior of the scheme in this regard would be useful. Another
question that might arise is what happens to virtual peers
stuck in between equal masses. So far, if that kind of situation
occurs, eventually another virtual peer’s repulsive force would
be needed to release the stuck one. An extension of the scheme
considering maximum force instead of maximum mass in these
situations could for instance be an explicit solution here.
While being initially designed for the application in DDVEs,
we believe that the resource allocation scheme presented here
also opens up interesting applications for the monitoring of
systems with dynamic nodes embedded into a geographic
context in general.
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